Position Summary
The position delivers and sets precast products in a safe and timely manner using cranes with various rigging
hardware.
Essential Responsibilities
•
Must demonstrates willingness to take direction and follows instructions.
•
Must maintains logs of working hours and of vehicle service and repair status following applicable state and
federal regulations; checks all load-related documentation to ensure that it is complete and accurate;
immediately reports vehicle defects, accidents, traffic violations, or damage to the vehicles.
•
Must maintain clean, organized, safe work area at all times.
•
Checks vehicles prior to driving to ensure that mechanical, safety, and emergency equipment is in good
working order; conducts daily crane inspection and completes proper paperwork; follows established
company safety, OSHA, and DOT guidelines when transporting goods; advises supervisor of any issues after
daily inspections are completed.
•
Ensures proper customer service by reviewing and comparing invoice to what product is loaded;
understanding delivery instructions, location and estimated delivery time; seeking out customer to obtain
direction on where to off load products; obtaining customer's signature for proof of delivery.
•
Must Secures loads by utilizing chains, binders, straps, slings etc. to ensure that products are safely
secured; ensures proper tie down technique is used to safeguard product and ensure road safety; ensures
truck has proper lifting devices to off load product; verifies that the boom is down and cradled prior to
departure; ensures boom truck has sufficient clearance of any high voltage power lines and/or the presence
of any other overhead obstacle.
•
Maneuvers trucks into loading or unloading positions following signals from loading/ground crew as
needed; checks that vehicle position is correct and any special loading equipment is properly positioned;
checks conditions of trailers after contents have been unloaded to make sure that there has been no
damage; loads and unloads trucks, or helps others with loading and unloading, operating any special
loading-related equipment on vehicles and using other equipment as necessary; inventories and inspects
goods to be moved, in order to determine quantities and conditions; couples and uncouples trailers by
changing trailer jack positions, connecting or disconnecting air and electrical lines, and manipulating fifthwheel locks; installs and removes special equipment such as tire chains.
We are seeking qualified team players that mirror our core values of professional accountability,
transparent communication, strong interpersonal skills, and collaborative team support in a safety first
environment. Mid State Concrete Products provides a competitive compensation package, opportunities for growth,
ongoing industry training, and much more in our quest and dedication to providing excellent products and
services to our customers.
Mid State Concrete Products offers more than just a competitive salary. Mid State Concrete offers health benefits
(medical, dental, vision, prescription coverage, and life insurance), 401 k, tuition reimbursement, paid training, paid
time off, holiday pay, and more.
EOE
Licenses and Professional Certifications
Class A Commercial Drivers License, with multiple trailer endorsement - Required
DOT Medical Card - Required
NCCCO (National Commission for Certification of Crane Operators) - Preferred
Telescopic Boom Cranes—Swing Cab (TLL) designation - Required
Qualifications
Related experience, preferably in the construction industry
Ability to communicate with customers
Ability to minimize down time between deliveries
Familiarity with DOT requirements
Self-motivated and able to perform role with minimal direction
Education and Experience
Preferred Education: High School Diploma or G.E.D.
Preferred Experience: Between 2 and 5 years

